Fat taste in humans: sources of within- and between-subject variability.
Non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) are reportedly detectable through taste mechanisms in the human oral cavity. However, wide variability has been observed in NEFA taste sensitivity between and within subjects as well as across research groups. Some of this variability may be due to the hydrophobic nature of the NEFA and the methods used to make stimuli emulsions. As NEFA are poorly soluble in water, emulsification is necessary for delivery of stimuli to taste receptors. However, properties of emulsions may also be detected by somatosensory cues complicating attribution of sensory findings to taste. Additionally, learning (improved test performance) has been observed when using traditional tests for measuring sensitivity to NEFA, which may contribute greatly to within-subject variability if not standardized. Factors such as sex, diet, and BMI have been proposed to affect NEFA taste sensitivity, but the degree to which these individual factors influence NEFA detection thresholds remains to be fully established. Improved knowledge of stimulus properties and individual sensory capabilities will be needed to further evaluate the posited taste component to human oral fat detection. Progress in this area should facilitate the translation of findings on how NEFA taste may contribute to or reflect food choice and chronic disease risk.